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THIRD AMENDMENT
OF THE
DISTRICT'S CIVIL JUSTICE EXPENSE







UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NORTH DAKOTA
THIRD AMENDMENT OF
THE DISTRICT'S CIVIL JUSTICE
EXPENSE AND DELAY REDUCTION PLAN
Effective Date: September 30, 1997
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
After consideration of the Advisory Group's Third Annual Assess-
ment of the District's Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan
(the Plan) for the period July 1, 1996 through September 30, 1997, the
Court, as ordered below, adopts the Plan revisions recommended by the
Advisory Group in that Assessment. In addition, the Court adopts the
Group's recommendations concerning the issues of (1) civility, (2)
re-establishment of the Plan's provisions in light of the CJRA's
expiration, and (3) preservation of the Advisory Group's consulting
function beyond the CJRA's expiration. This order announces those
conclusions. We urge a review of the Advisory Group's Assessment for a
more complete explanation of the recommendations adopted.'
AMENDED PLAN PROVISIONS
Voluntary Information Exchange and Cooperative Discovery
Devices. In deciding, for the time being, "to adhere to [the initial dis-
closure provisions of] Rule 26(a)(1) as adopted and as interpreted by
this District in Local Rule 26.1,"2 this Court noted Rule 26's "inherent
flexibility and the need to give the Rule as written, in actual practice, a
fair chance to realize the benefits of its intended application." 3 The
Court agrees with the Advisory Group that the expert disclosure
1. For a current statement of the Plan in its entirety, the original Plan, the First Amendment, the
Second Amendment, and this Third Amendment should be consulted. The Plan and its first and second
amendments can be found at The Civil Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan for the District of
North Dakota, 69 N.D. L. REV.. 860 (1993), First Amendment of the District's Civil Justice Expense and
Delay Reduction Plan, 71 N.D. L. REV. 905 (1995), and Second Amendment of the District's Civil
Justice Expense and Delay Reduction Plan, 72 N.D. L. REv. 855 (1996) [herinafter Second
Amendment to the Plan].
2. Second Amendment to the Plan, supra note 1, at 858.
3. Id.
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provisions of Rule 26(a)(2) deserve the same treatment. Accordingly,
those provisions as written-as well as the Court's implementing
procedures-should be given a flexible interpretation, on a somewhat
more case-by-case basis, in order to minimize the excessive cost and
delay that too often accompany expert discovery.
Alternative Dispute Resolution. The Court continues to endorse
the current system of voluntary ADR with its encouragement of early
settlement conferences and neutral evaluations. However, to address the
cost and delay problems associated with futile settlement discussions,
there should be increased communication, in appropriate cases, between
the Court and counsel about the ADR schedule. This pre-conference or
pre-evaluation communication should work to head off the inefficiencies
resulting from holding the conference or evaluation too early or having
party representatives without full authority present.
ADOPTION OF ADDITIONAL
ADVISORY GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS
Professional Civility. The Court agrees with the Advisory Group
that professional incivility is a serious problem that can affect litigation
cost and delay. Accordingly, the Court will continue its examination of
incivility in the litigation process, including its ethical dimension, under
the auspices of the Federal Practice Committee.
Random Case Assignment System. In its consideration, the Court
has accepted and expresses its pleasure with the Advisory Group's
observation that case filing situs in this District seems to be driven by
factors of convenience and cost-effectiveness rather than by judge shop-
ping. The Court has carefully considered the Advisory Group's recom-
mendation against a random case assignment system except to alleviate
substantial caseload imbalances, but is concerned that the recommen-
dation is unduly restrictive.
The new annex to the federal courthouse in Fargo will soon be
completed. For the first time the Fargo facility, like the Bismarck court-
house, will have several jury-capable courtrooms, making simultaneous
jury trials at that site possible. This enhancement would permit the Court
to consider for the first time a modification of the current method of
case assignment in this District from one driven primarily by geography
to one based on a combination of geography and judge.
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The Court notes the concerns of the Advisory Group on this issue
and will not convert to a random case assignment system at this time.
However, the Court also will retain the flexibility to adjust its case assign-
ment system and perhaps experiment on a limited basis with random
case assignment in the future.
Re-establishing the CIRA Plan. The core provisions of the CJRA
sunset on December 1, 1997. In light of the Act's expiration, and in
recognition of the Plan's contribution to efficient civil case management,
the Court shall re-establish, where necessary, the basic Plan provisions as
governing rules of this District. Accordingly, the Court adopts the
recommendations detailed in the Advisory Group's Third Annual
Assessment on pages 820-24 for the Plan's re-establishment. As soon as
practicable, the Court shall issue the Administrative Order and Case
Management Order described in those recommendations and re-declare
those Plan provisions which have not been, or will not be, incorporated
into the Local Rules of this District.
Preserving the Advisory Group's Function. The advisory group
process has been a positive one. The Court, and all system users, have
benefited from the assistance our Advisory Group has provided since its
inception.
Accordingly, the Court, in the hope of continuing this beneficial
dialogue among system participants, will ask the Federal Practice
Committee to take on the mission of the current Advisory Group at the
CJRA's expiration. The Committee's general charge will be expanded to
include the consultant function that the Advisory Group has provided in
assessing civil case management. In addition, the Court will appoint
Advisory Group members to the expanded Federal Practice Committee
in order to provide continuity of discussion and a smooth transition. The
Court will support the expanded Federal Practice Committee in the form
of staffing, reporting, and, to the extent feasible, funding, and urges
Congress to provide additional resources as a means to preserve the
purpose and spirit of the CJRA beyond its expiration.
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SO ORDERED.
Dated this 30th day of October 1997.
ROD YS.WE, CHIEF JUDGE
U.S. District Court
U.S. District Court
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